About IICA
The Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (IICA) is an autonomous institute, working under the aegis of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs to deliver opportunities for research, education, and advocacy. Its work enables corporate growth, reforms and regulation through synergized knowledge management and global partnerships thus offering real-time solutions. IICA propels knowledge and training through the network of its schools and centres.

PROGRAMME
The main objective of the course is to address the importance of Governance for developing high impact leadership of Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives of the Companies. The course would put emphasis on Governance being an integral facet to Good Corporate Social Responsibility and cover the following dimensions:

- Economic aspects of Sustainability & Social Responsibility.
- Key Governance and Strategic challenges.
- Integrating CSR with the processes of business
- Strategic Design and Implementation for creating high impacts
- Effective Monitoring and Evaluation

KEY AREAS
- Sustainability and CSR, Conceptual and Regulatory Aspects.
- Managing ROI of Social Investment.
- CSR & SDGs, CSR & NVGs
- Innovation in CSR
- CSR Communication & Reporting Strategy
- Effective CSR Committee Functioning
- Integrating CSR Policies in Value Chain

Registrations Deadline
15 December 2018

WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE?
CSR COMMITTEE MEMBERS
CSR HEADS
CHIEF SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER
CHIEF COMPLIANCE OFFICERS
CSR FOUNDATIONS
NGOs
CSR CONSULTANTS

This course is designed for organisations focused on developing high impact social responsiveness with governance excellence.

Residential Fee: INR 30,000* + GST
*Inclusions: Venue, Instruction Material, All Meals & Program Kit, 2-Night stay

Non-Residential Fee: INR 22,500* + GST
*Inclusions: Venue, Instruction Material, Meals (AM/PM Coffee + Lunch) & Program Kit
PAST SPEAKERS (BATCH I)

Mr. Viraf Mehta | Chief Executive
Partners in Change

Mr. Shankar Venkateswaran | Past Chief
Tata Sustainability Group

Dr. Niraj Gupta | Head, SoCGPP
Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs

Col. Prakash Tewari | Executive Director, CSR
DLF Ltd

Dr. Suraj Kumar | Adjunct Professor
Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs

Mr. Sudhir Sinha | Advisor
PwC India

Abhishek Tripathi | Director
PwC India

Duration: 2 Days
Location: GOA

Programme Director
Prof. Niraj Gupta, Head, SoCGPP
E: nirajgupta.iica@gmail.com

For more information/Registration, Contact: Mr. Manoj Kumar, SRA, IICA
E: manojsingh.iica@gmail.com | T: +91-7500839434